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[A] A HELPING HAND VMC Officer Yash
Thapliyal (11) helps Jay Yeung (11) set up Adobe
Premiere Pro during the Video Making Club at
lunch. The club met in room A111, where they
could access technology and software used by
the school publications. Photo by Sylvia Li

Students brainstorm activities, meetings and recruitment methods to create new clubs

Flipping through her bullet journal, custom
made for organization and artistic expression,
sophomore Crystal Cheng points out specific
techniques at a Bullet Journal Club meeting. The
new club began after Cheng discovered similar
clubs at other high schools and decided to start
one at MVHS. Despite having over 90 clubs at
MVHS, each year students find new hobbies
and interests not yet represented in the club
directory and take it into their own hands to
create communities around them.
“I came to [the co-founder] with the idea of a
Philosophy Club and we’re kinda surprised that
there was none at Monta Vista,” junior Austin
Hwang said. “We just got to planning and started
doing all these meetings, finding an officer, stuff
like that. Because if you don't have a plan of
what you're doing, it's a little hard [in] the last
steps to making a club.”
Through the process of creating clubs, Cheng
and Hwang both stressed the importance of
clearly explaining the purpose of the club in the
application. Since there is a maximum of two
clubs per subject or category, it was crucial for
applicants to distinguish their new clubs from
existing ones.
“It was honestly kind of daunting,” Cheng
said. “After the initial application round, I felt
like I wasn't really prepared for the interview,
I thought we would get rejected right away.
I didn't have as many ideas as I felt like they
wanted. You have to have activities, plans and

meeting ideas already ready. You also have
to have a plan for how you get members, for
keeping the club alive.”
After getting past the initial challenges of
starting a club and recruiting members, newer
clubs still faced a variety of challenges. Junior
Aristotle Yang recalled some of these obstacles
as an officer of the Video Making Club, which
was formed last year during remote learning.
“I think one challenge that we had was a lack
of money, because this is a new club, [and] we
weren't really able to do a lot of fundraisers last
year,” Yang said. “That's definitely a challenge
that we had with starting up the club again, but I
definitely do plan to do another fundraiser in the
near future so that we can hopefully get more
money and purchase more equipment.”
As new clubs got on their feet, club officers
continued to look into the ideas presented
at the club application interview in order to
expand, utilizing tools like the announcements to
advertise their clubs.
“I really want to get into pen-palling in relation
to bullet journaling,” Cheng said. “We're hoping
to establish some type of program between
other bullet journal clubs at other schools where
we can have our members send letters over
to their members and their letters sent over to
ours. I think [the club] is a chance to introduce
the Monta Vista community to something that I
really enjoy.”

[B] SETTING THE TONE As officers of the Bullet
Journaling Club, sophomores Lindsey Tang,
Olivia Gao, Crystal Cheng and Madelyn Wu
give a presentation about monthly cover pages,
showing their own pages as examples. Cover
pages were helpful in establishing a visual theme
or goal for the month and could be followed by
a calendar of the month or pages for tracking
habits. Photo by Ananya Rupanagunta

PRECISE PENMANSHIP Sophomores Anika
Karandikar and Amy Zheng use brush pens for their
January cover pages. Zheng experimented writing
Chinese characters for January and when to put
more pressure on the pen to change the width
of the strokes. Photo by Ananya Rupanagunta
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A club is like
building a company.
You can have great
ideas and you can be
truly passionate. But
you need to have a
share of people who
will distribute work,
time, and effort into
that club."

1.APPLICATION FORM

Basic information like club purpose and adviser are
collected through a Google form

2.ASB STUDENT LIFE

ROHIT
DAYANAND (11)

Club officers are interviewed by club commission to
evaluate leadership and organization for meetings

3.LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

Student representatives from each 4th period class
vote on the club, those with a majority are passed
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4.PROBATIONARY PERIOD

[C] LEADING BY EXAMPLE Bullet Journaling Club president Crystal Cheng (10)
flips to her cover page from October of 2021, providing inspiration for William
Zhang (10) as he designs his own cover page for January of 2022. Club members
who didn't have their own bullet journals practiced techniques and designs on
printer paper provided at meetings. Photo by Ananya Rupanagunta

A good sign is when all the officers have a very good
understanding and knowledge of the club, when they're
able to all answer questions and it's not just one person.
That's usually a competent team who is able to handle
situations when one person might not be there."

[D] SNAPSHOT Sophomore Yanwei Zhou goes frame by frame through a video
clip to find the exact moment that the light should turn on. For the first part of the
Harry Potter workshop, officers provided members with a pre-made video to learn
the editing process, before encouraging members to branch out using their new
skills for the second part of the workshop. Photo by Sylvia Li

For the first three months, meetings and membership
are monitored to ensure the club runs smoothly
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CRYSTAL
CHENG (10)

This year, [VMC]
can film and we can
learn how to make
effects together. I
definitely learned a lot
this year for clubs in
general, how they work
and maybe how that
can transition into real
life with businesses and
how companies run."

New clubs go through stages to become permanent
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You really do
have to approach
new people and
specifically advertise
your club. I talk to
random people in my
classes and we post
stuff on our stories and
[direct message] people
asking if they'd be
interested."
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[E] LUMOS Joshua Tsai (12) points out where Mona Nishino (12) should place the
lense flair effect in her video. The Video Making Club hosted a workshop where
they taught club members a Harry Potter inspired technique, creating the illusion
that a wand was producing light. Photo by Sylvia Li
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[At meetings]
we start off with
a presentation
about what type
of philosophy we're
talking about. Then
we discuss about
different topics [and]
we engage with our
members."

AUSTIN
HWANG (11)
WINTER
NEW CLUBS
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